Probing Construct Validity in Data-driven Disaster Analysis
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Abstract—In this position paper, we discuss the promise and peril in data-driven disaster analysis. We argue for the importance of being sensitive to the construct validity issue prevailed in many big data studies and propose a research strategy as a remedy for such issue. Our strategy comprises three steps: theory-driven set-up first, statistic assessment follows, and qualitative inquiry for further calibration. The goal is to translate activity signals captured from data to proper social or behavioral interpretation. We exemplify the use of the proposed research strategy through a study of risk perception following a disaster event, and discuss the strategy’s potential and limitation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of social and human activity trace data provides unprecedented opportunity for further understanding and improving disaster response. Analysis from disaster-related activity traces could help elucidate human behaviors under realistic conditions of disaster situations, which have been difficult to capture with traditional social science methodologies such as surveys and laboratory experiments [1], [2]. However, most data science research stresses the importance of computational and statistical assessment while overlooks the meaning and interpretability of the behavioral measurement captured from the data [3]. Accordingly, data-driven analysis is subject to the threat of construct validity [4]. In this position paper, we argue the criticality of examining construct validity in data-driven analysis, and propose a research methodology to probe the construct validity issue.

Construct validity, originally derived from the concern of the truthfulness of whether a psychological test is adequately designed to measure a hypothesized human attribute or quality [5], has developed into an overarching concern of the validity of a research [4]. Construct validity involves how appropriate inferences can be legitimately made from the operationalizations in the study, and a major issue is how well the operational definition of a variable actually reflects the hypothesized concept. For example, while a study claims that a person holding a better sense of humor will lead a happier life, the specification of how “the sense of humor” and “happiness” are measured have decisive power of judging what the inference can be made. Shall we measure the numbers of jokes a person makes each week in social media and further to extract patterns of associations among activity descriptors in a relatively cheaper manner. The pattern extraction and assessment can start even before researchers decide what to be measured. Thus, the issue of construct validity tends to be overlooked in many big data studies.

We propose a triangulation research strategy as a remedy for probing the construct validity issues for data-driven analysis. The strategy comprises the following three steps.

1) Theory-driven set-up: The study agenda should be driven by (one or multiple) theoretical views of the concepts or constructs on which the effects and relationships are to be captured in data. This means the meaning of a construct should be defined or clarified before operationalization (i.e., creating measures for the construct), and the likely effects and relationships may be hypothesized based on the observation in similar context. A theory-driven research set-up is important to eliminate ambiguity in what meant to be captured, which is crucial for interpretability of the analysis outcome.

2) Statistic assessment: A proper operationalization relies on a well-defined construct and maps the construct to measurement that can be quantified in data. Many activity trace data contain rich activity descriptors that can be viewed as a “proxy” for measuring constructs as long as the operational definition and construct definition are consistent to some extent (e.g., the number of contacts and the breadth of social network). Statistic assessment is expected to provide evidence to support the theoretical view(s) of constructs from the data.

3) Qualitative inquiry for calibration and new insights: Qualitative inquiry has multiple roles in further probing the construct validity. First, by looking into cases in data, it helps show that the effects or relationships of the measures are in reality consistent with the theoretical view. Second, it helps detect effects or relationships of the measures that are in fact inconsistent with the theoretical definition. Given the inconsistency, new theories and hypotheses may originate. We exemplify the use of the proposed research strategy...
using a study of risk perception following a disaster event [2].

II. RESEARCH STRATEGY: A CASE STUDY

Study context: The 2015 Paris attacks occurred on November 13. In an immigrant society like the U.S., its immigration policy is sensitive to disruptive events that signal potential threat of any particular group of immigrants to its national security. It is thus indispensable to understand how this terrorist event would affect the U.S. public’s perception of risk/danger toward specific immigrant groups, including Muslim and Latino, and how people from distinct political leanings may perceive risk differently. This study uses large-scale Twitter communications during the course of the event.

Step I: Theory driven research set-up: To establish a proper measurement, we need to identify the theoretical views of risk perception relevant to our research context. Our conceptualization of group risk perception was grounded in social and cultural psychology studies – in particular, moral dyad theory [6], moral foundation theory [7], and social identity theory [8]. These theories offer probable relationships to be looked for in data. For example, social identity theory [8] suggests that people categorize social groups as ingroup or outgroup, depending on how they identify themselves as a belonged group member. People tend to favor their identified ingroup over outgroup, risk perception is hence captured by how distinct groups of people within a society identify the Self and the Other, as the other is often more likely to be perceived as a dangerous threat and potential harm [9].

Step II: Measurement computing and statistical assessment: We operationalized the construct of group risk perception by leveraging moral foundation lexicon [10]. Using this lexicon, we quantitatively measured risk of different groups through capturing their tweet expressions indicating a group/issue was morally judged or perceived as a risk issue. The operationalization allowed us to generate risk profiles (as shown in Fig. 1) for different groups and assess the statistical significance of the difference between groups as well as the change in each group following the event.

Step III: Qualitative inquiry for calibration: We conducted qualitative discourse analysis on a randomly sampled of 17,913 tweets. The analysis first examined whether those tweet contents identified as engaging in certain type of moral judgement through the lexicon approach were meaningful, and furthermore, differentiated whether an immigrant group was perceived as risk or being at risk, which was not able to be captured by Step II. Our results showed that there appeared a spectrum of how the tweeters differentiated Muslim group, Islam religion, ISIS, and terrorism/terrorist from one another – on one end, Muslim, Islam, and ISIS were discussed as if they equated to one another and were the terror itself; on the other, it was argued that Muslims and Islam did not equate to ISIS, and ISIS was not real Muslim but the terrorists claiming a Islam religious root. Moreover, the analysis suggested that group boundary may shift due to members’ agreement or disagreement of risk perception, which potentially leads to further development of existing theories.

III. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper outlines our approach to probe the construct validity issue when conducting data-driven analysis for understanding human response during disasters. Using a case study, we illustrate how the proposed research strategy can avoid the misinterpretation of study outcome. One limitation of this approach is that the sequence of the steps may restrict the extent to which a study can explore when prior theories are insufficient or inadequate. We envision the qualitative inquiry is the key to establish new theories and plan to develop research guideline to closing the loop.
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